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We would also like to res-running a paid-for advertise- have been helped by reading . „ . w « a<mmm asshomosexuality itself. The issue about homosexuality on cam- The writer s view is th
of editorial license is passed pus (and indeed there are gay homosexuality « a problem
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ters on homosexuality made Biblically it is wrong (accep- letters will cease. Dialogue is have the rightio £ 7 uaiity.
their way into the pages of The ting that the social tolerance important, but until that time, saymg that he «against the What is the problem with
Brunnvtckan, and no doubt Christ preached applied only i remain, £e contradicts We pra.se the straknls on this campus? Ob-
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advertisements in the student ^rjc shock treatment and so
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made known that FLAG had that the understanding of -------- —---------- i-------------------  R.,, his/her main
actually held several dances on homosexuality expressed here Dear Editor: the Biblei as his/ _
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unrot s”me were indifferent, ^libate homosexuals in socle- “M's” letter; his main argu- ads. Furthermore he/she ,y to understand human be-
rome were oblivious and some ro maybe even on campus). ment was that: “Women treats homosexuality as a ,„gs. Why do these people feel
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ddng to think that ajhomosex^ that bLg homosexual and^w ^ ^ dha^ b°y

dance oï a tough in the Social undesirable’and unattractive. focusing the problem on the personal rights and sexual homosexuals? It is a lifestyle
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FLAG certainly could not have Co-existence. There will always physical abuse for a variety of 
assumed that some readers of be divisions in opinion about economic, psychological, an 
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about the organization and the disallowed. The FLAG adver- are many books available deal- been in the Ar^ Program ot P j wi$h people had the
community. And God forbid to tisement demands nothing, ing with this So what îVlikJto sœ k a gay attitudes and valued that gays
think that there may be the compels no one, and is not in don’t blame the victim she What I d like to see is a gay ^ ^ mQybe people
odd sad homosexual out there itSelf offensive. It conveys in- suffers enough wtfhout the ad- or^zab°nhonveVsity would get along better with 
iust waiting to get a telephone formation which, as in the case dition of being told she is is probably the only unn er y g on* and stop all these
number to find out when danc- 0f m0st advertisements, can be responsible for her own abuse, of this size in the ^tinent tha ments and bigotry that has
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ment. Both ^ “conscientious issue at hand is editorial word of positive gay group on cam- c,^r jJk ‘t*0“r Wends and
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nropriateness or inap- FLAG’S ad to be printed, and I cheap and unimaginative way as early as next year. Sandy R.
propriateness of a newspaper trust that some people may to get a laugh. Signed G.P.
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